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Yu Gi Oh Duelist Volume 1 Duelist V 1 Manga
Can Yugi and Jonouchi escape the subterranean maze of the Labyrinth Brothers, or will they be buried with their cards? Maybe they'd be
safer underground, because Kaiba, the world's former greatest gamer, is back! On the towers of Pegasus Castle, Yugi and Kaiba fight their
third Duel Monsters battle, with everything at stake. But this time, Kaiba is fighting for more than his own pride; he's fighting to save his
brother. And there's nothing more dangerous than a gamer with nothing left to lose... -- VIZ Media
The greatest powers can often fall to the smallest opponents. Yugi used Kuriboh to defeat the Blue-Eyes Ultimate Dragon. Now, does the tiny
Metal Devil hold the secret to defeating the Sun Dragon Ra? As the world's mightiest gamers clash, the very island may not survive the
battle. The Battle City tournament is over...but who will walk away from the ruins? -- VIZ Media
The possessed Principal Mackenzie makes his final bid to crush the students of Duel Academy and seize Chazz and Jaden’s Spirit Cards!
Jaden will need all his dueling skill as he battles his way through to the final Duel, fighting for his friends, his mentor Koyo Hibiki, and the fate
of Duel Academy itself! -- VIZ Media
On an airship flying high above Japan, Yugi fights for his life against Bakura's fiendish occult deck! When Bakura's Ouija Board spells out
"DEATH," Yugi will be obliterated forever...and nothing can stop it! Then, Jonouchi fights Marik, the evil leader of the Ghouls! Or does he?
Unbeknownst to our heroes, Marik has been impersonated by his henchman Rishid, a fanatic duelist with a deck full of Egyptian monsters,
and a past as dark as Marik's own... -- VIZ Media
Yugi enters the Duel Monsters, the world's most popular collectible card game, where he must face ruthless opponents like game designer
Maximillion Pegasus in the hopes of discovering the origin of the game and his own powers.
Yugi may have finally met his match when his new classmate Bakura, a game master with a secret, invites him to join a role-playing game
campaign; includes Monster World Battle Game board and directions.
Trapped inside the Black Crown Game Store by his family's sworn enemy, Yugi must win a game of "Dungeon Dice Monsters" or lose the
Millennium Puzzle forever! Then, a mysterious Egyptian woman comes to Japan with a strange prophecy. Could the collectible card game
"Duel Monsters" really be of ancient Egyptian origin? But Ishizu Ishtar has come to deliver more than information. "The God of the Obelisk" is
one of the three most powerful cards in the world...and she's giving it to Seto Kaiba! -- VIZ Media

Yugi's back for another duel, but this time, it's personal! R to L (Japanese Style). Yugi's back for another duel, but this
time, it's personal! BONUS!: Card (First Print Only) inside! (Limited quantity available) Return of the Dragon: The twisted
Yako Tenma has taken control of the gaming company Kaibacorp, using its high-tech dueling machinesto resurrect the
dead… but the original master of Uaibacorp is not happy! Kaiba, Yugi's archrival, challengs Yako to a duel to see just who
will control Japan's biggest gaming company. Can Kaiba's Blue-Eyes White Dragon stop Yako's evil plan?
The second of the Egyptian God Cards is unleashed! Using one of his brainwashed pawns to fight for him, the
mysterious Marik traps Yugi in a deadly cage match against one of the most powerful cards in the world...Slifer the Sky
Dragon! Even with the dragon-fighting Buster Blader on his side, does Yugi have a chance? Plus the return of Ryota
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Kajiki, the Duelist of the Sea! -- VIZ Media
James “Crocodile” Cook, one of the four Duelists from America, eagerly challenges Atticus Rhodes to a Duel.
Elsewhere, Jaden and Chazz unlock more secrets of their spirit cards, Winged Kuriboh and Light and Darkness Dragon.
But their confrontation could lead to a Shadow Game that only one Duelist may survive! !--EndFragment-- -- VIZ Media
Yugi fights Pandora, a duelist who uses one of Yugi's own favorite cards, the Dark Magician! But can Yugi duel while
chained in the path of a roaring buzzsaw? Meanwhile, Jonouchi fights an old enemy, Insector Haga. For the sake of his
sister, Jonouchi must fight an army of vicious bugs...and that's not all. His own deck has been infected with Haga's
parasitic insects! Is this the end? -- VIZ Media
Yu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist, Vol. 9VIZ Media LLC
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible card game-but to Yugi,
it's the most dangerous game of all! Entering the Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like
game designer Maximillion Pegasus and teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the origin of the
game...and his own powers! Contains the original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling
for TV! Can Yugi and Jonouchi escape the subterranean maze of the Labyrinth Brothers, or will they be buried with their
cards? Maybe they'd be safer underground, because Kaiba, the world's former greatest gamer, is back! On the towers of
Pegasus Castle, Yugi and Kaiba fight their third Duel Monsters battle, with everything at stake. But this time, Kaiba is
fighting for more than his own pride; he's fighting to save his brother. And there's nothing more dangerous than a gamer
with nothing left to lose…
Chazz Princeton, the rising star of Duel Academy, faces the champion Ryo Kaiser in a fiery duel atop an active volcano!
While his classmates' eyes are riveted on the big match, Jaden fights alone against Reggie Mackenzie, a duelist
possessed by an evil entity. If Jaden wins, he might save the soul of his teacher, Miss Hibiki. If Jaden loses, Reggie will
steal his precious "Winged Kuriboh" card...and Jaden's soul in the bargain! -- VIZ Media
Yugi and Kaiba fight their final duel! One will lose, and the other will go to meet the greatest Egyptian God, the Sun
Dragon Ra! But can anyone defeat the ultimate God Card in the hands of its master, the mad Marik? Or will they fall
victim to the terrible prophecy: "In an instant Ra shall become a phoenix...and the enemies of Ra shall return to the
earth...”
It's the final rounds before the fight with Pegasus, and only one of four will survive! Mai Shiranui has always wanted to
fight Yugi, and now she's got her chance! Can Yugi beat her harpies' pet dragon? Then, Jonouchi fights "Bandit" Keith
Howard, America's most unscrupulous gamer. Jonouchi's deck is loaded with warrior monsters, but Keith's machine deck
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deals death with six-guns and slot machines...American style! -- VIZ Media
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible card game-but to Yugi,
it's the most dangerous game of all! Entering the Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like
game designer Maximillion Pegasus and teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the origin of the
game...and his own powers! Contains the original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling
for TV! Yugi fights Pandora, a duelist who uses one of Yugi's own favorite cards, the Dark Magician! But can Yugi duel
while chained in the path of a roaring buzzsaw? Meanwhile, Jonouchi fights an old enemy, Insector Haga. For the sake of
his sister, Jonouchi must fight an army of vicious bugs...and that's not all. His own deck has been infected with Haga's
parasitic insects! Is this the end?
On the island called Duelist Kingdom, a battle royale is taking place to determine the greatest "Duel Monsters" player in
the world! Yugi's friend Jonouchi has finally learned some strategy, but will it be enough to beat sexy Mai Kujaku and
mean "Dinosaur" Ryuzaki? A fight with fisherman Ryota Kajiki is just a warmup for Yugi, the only person who's beaten
Kaiba, the former world champion. But although Kaiba may be in a coma, his deck still lives...in the hands of an evil
ventriloquist, who has stolen not only Kaiba's deck but his very soul! -- VIZ Media
A high-speed Turbo Duel through the streets of Satellite brings Yusei Fudo and his friend Sect face-to-face with an urban
legend incarnate! Will Yusei lose Sect to the Skeleton Knight? And what sinister plans does Jack Atlas, master of New
Domino City, have in store for Yusei? Card included with the first printing only. -- VIZ Media
There's a new game shop in town, peddling a hot new game, and things look bad for Grandpa Mutou's family business!
But the Black Crown game store is more than a business competitor...its owners want to put Yugi and his grandfather out
of the picture forever. First a sinister clown-masked figure steals Yugi's Millennium Puzzle! Then Ryuji Otogi, the teenage
heir to the store, challenges Yugi to a collectible dice game of dragons and monsters. But without the Millennium Puzzle,
Yugi can't call on Yu-Gi-Oh. Can he win without his "other self" to help him out? -- VIZ Media
After Seto Kaiba discovers that Yugi's grandfather is the owner of the incredibly rare "Blue-Eyes White Dragon" card, the
master of the dangerous collectible card game will stop at nothing to obtain the greatly desired card.
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible card game-but to Yugi, it's the
most dangerous game of all! Entering the Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like game designer
Maximillion Pegasus and teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the origin of the game...and his own powers!
Contains the original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling for TV! On an airship flying high
above Japan, Yugi fights for his life against Bakura's fiendish occult deck! When Bakura's Ouija Board spells out "DEATH," Yugi
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will be obliterated forever...and nothing can stop it! Then, Jonouchi fights Marik, the evil leader of the Ghouls! Or does he?
Unbeknownst to our heroes, Marik has been impersonated by his henchman Rishid, a fanatic duelist with a deck full of Egyptian
monsters, and a past as dark as Marik's own...
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible card game-but to Yugi, it's the
most dangerous game of all! Entering the Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like game designer
Maximillion Pegasus and teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the origin of the game...and his own powers!
Contains the original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling for TV! There's a new game shop in
town, peddling a hot new game, and things look bad for Grandpa Mutou's family business! But the Black Crown game store is
more than a business competitor...its owners want to put Yugi and his grandfather out of the picture forever. First a sinister clownmasked figure steals Yugi's Millennium Puzzle! Then Ryuji Otogi, the teenage heir to the store, challenges Yugi to a collectible
dice game of dragons and monsters. But without the Millennium Puzzle, Yugi can't call on Yu-Gi-Oh. Can he win without his "other
self" to help him out?
Yugi's beaten the champions of Duel Monsters...but now it's time to meet the maker! In the final battle of the tournament, Yugi
faces ultra-rich game designer Maximillion Pegasus with the soul of his grandfather at stake! As cards fly, Yugi and Pegasus turn
to the darker side of their decks, unleashing sinister monsters of the netherworld. But Pegasus has the power of the mindscanning Millennium Eye...and how can Yugi defeat an opponent who knows exactly what he's going to do? -- VIZ Media
Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible card game--but to Yugi Mutou, whose body contains the spirit of the world's
greatest gamer, it may be the most dangerous game he's ever played! A mysterious videotape sends Yugi and his friends to
Duelist Kingdom, the island home of super-rich American game designer Maximillion Pegasus. There, Yugi must compete with the
world's greatest Duel Monsters players for the honor of fighting the man who made the game! But this is no ordinary
tournament...the fate of Yugi's grandfather hangs in the balance. And even if he makes it to the final round, can Yugi possibly face
the power of Pegasus' Millennium Eye? -- VIZ Media
In a shocking sequel that takes place after Yu-Gi-Oh! Duelist and before Yu-Gi-Oh!, Yugi Muto must duel to save a friend's life
when the follower of an old enemy returns to take revenge.
Kaiba faces the mysterious eighth duelist, Ishizu Ishtar, the woman who gave him The God of the Obelisk...and now she's taking it
back! Even though Kaiba has an Egyptian God Card, Ishizu has the Millennium Tauk, which gives her the power to see the future!
Kaiba's only hope for victory may lie in the sands of time, in the secrets kept for centuries by the mysterious Egyptian Tomb
Guardians. But even Kaiba may not be ready for the horrifying secret origin of the mad heir of the Tomb Guardians, the last of the
line. His name is Marik Ishtar...Ishizu's brother! -- VIZ Media
Three thousand years ago, an ancient Egyptian carving predicted the final battle between Yugi and Kaiba...and now that day has
finally come! The heavens shake as the archrivals unleash the ultimate gods of collectible card games: Slifer the Sky Dragon and
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the God of the Obelisk! But will the duel be decided in the present, or will the force of the gods smash through time itself?
Mai Kujaku! Dinosaur Ryuzaki! Esper Roba! The world's greatest duelists are in town for the Battle City tournament...but a mysterious group
is stalking the tournament to steal the most valuable cards! The Rare Hunters are more than thieves...they're pawns of the mysterious Marik,
a deadly duelist from Egypt who already possesses two of three most powerful cards in the world. And to defeat them, Yugi must find a way
to beat Exodia, the world's most unbeatable combo! -- VIZ Media
The third and most powerful of the Egyptian God Cards is unleashed...twice! Locked in combat with the Egyptian duelist Rishid, Jonouchi
watches in shock as his opponent summons the terrifying Sun Dragon Ra! But the Ra in Rishid's deck is a mere counterfeit...the true Ra lies
in the hands of Rishid's master Marik, at the heart of his deck of sadistic torture cards. And Marik's next opponent is Mai Kujaku! Is she in
over her head, or does she have a special reason for challenging the ruler of the gods? -- VIZ Media
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible card game-but to Yugi, it's the most
dangerous game of all! Entering the Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like game designer Maximillion
Pegasus and teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the origin of the game...and his own powers! Contains the original
storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling for TV! It's the final rounds before the fight with Pegasus, and only one
of four will survive! Mai Shiranui has always wanted to fight Yugi, and now she's got her chance! Can Yugi beat her harpies' pet dragon?
Then, Jonouchi fights "Bandit" Keith Howard, America's most unscrupulous gamer. Jonouchi's deck is loaded with warrior monsters, but
Keith's machine deck deals death with six-guns and slot machines...American style!
On the Duelist Kingdom island, Jonouchi faces Mai Kujaku and "Dinosaur" Ryuzaki while Yugi squares off against Ryota Kajiki, as the battle
to find the greatest Duel Monsters player in the world gets underway.
It's the duel Yugi and Jonouchi have been waiting for...but they never thought it would happen like this! Brainwashed by the evil mastermind
Marik, Jonouchi is fighting to kill his best friend, and the loser will sleep with the fishes on the bottom of Domino Bay! As the tournament
narrows down to eight finalists, the stage moves to the sky, to Kaiba's private airship. Hiding among the finalists is Marik...but is Yugi's old
friend Bakura actually the most dangerous of all? Exclusive Yu-Gi-Oh! trading card included -- VIZ Media
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